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Packing your Rucksack
Start packing by placing all the items to
be packed on your bed and check off the
list. When all items are present then pack.
Work on the principle of LAST IN FIRST
OUT and IF IT DOESN’T FIT IN THE
SACK IT’S NOT GOING don’t carry
anything that you don’t need and keep
items on the outside of the pack tied down
and tidy. Make sure however that you

Eating gear - plate etc.

Food in containers and plastic bags

Spare Clothes. All spare clothes should
be in plastic bags to protect from wet
and keep clean.

Sleeping bag in compression sack to
keep it as small as possible

have all the essential items. Use your own
judgement as to whether you really need that
campfire blanket on an overnight bivvy.
Another consideration when carrying your
pack is to distribute the weight in the bag so
that the heavier items tend to be near your
back in the middle to bottom of the pack. This
will help to stabilise your pack particularly
when travelling over rough terrain.

General Guide to Packing a rucksack

Sleeping Mat on top.
If there is a top pocket
keep all your small stuff
to hand - spare map,
emergency items,
cutlery, pocket knife,
small first aid items

Waterproofs & bivvy bag
just under the cover

Tent. Poles and pegs can be slipped
down the side or shared with someone
else.

Stoves and fuel bottle - keep to
bottom of pack in case of a leak. If
you have a small stove it may go
in a side pocket

Dirty or wet clothes in plastic bags

Rucksacks are never waterproof. It is best to
put a plastic liner inside your bag and pack
items in plastic bags for protection


